For a home security system to be considered comprehensive it needs to protect individuals wherever they may be inside the home – whether they are down in the basement, cooking in the kitchen or watching television. With DSC’s wireless WS4938-2W two-button personal panic, users are given a portable means to call for help from anywhere in the home. The WS4938-2W features intuitive activation via a large, clearly defined button that incorporates a full two-second delay to help reduce false alarms. To ensure easy emergency access, the WS4938-2W includes a neck strap and a multifunction clip that can be mounted in a convenient location or worn on a belt.

**Product Features:**
- Activation via two, easy-to-use buttons
- Attractive, compact design
- Full two-second delay on panic button
- Integrated LED to indicate signal transmission
- Neck strap included
- Reliable 433MHz technology
- Multifunction clip included
- Water resistant
- Long-life lithium batteries included
- Supervised
Easy To Use
The WS4938-2W provides users with an uncomplicated, portable means to call for help from anywhere in the home. The unit's two large panic buttons are clearly defined to ensure trouble-free activation in times of emergency.

False Alarm Reduction
The buttons on the WS4938-2W incorporates a full two-second activation delay to help reduce false alarms and to ensure transmissions are sent to the security system only when intended.

Visual Confirmation
A red LED indicator on the WS4938-2W flashes to indicate that a transmission has been sent to the security system.

Value Added
The WS4938 is water resistant and includes a neck strap. Also included is a multifunction clip that allows the personal panic to be permanently mounted to a convenient location or clipped to a belt. The WS4938-2W uses long-life lithium batteries that are installer-activated via a switch located inside the unit, a feature that helps maximize battery life. The WS4938-2W is compatible with all of DSC’s current wireless receivers and uses reliable 433MHz wireless technology.

Supervision
The WS4938-2W is a supervised unit that sends periodic transmissions to the receiver to indicate functionality and battery status. If the transmission fails to reach the receiver after a programmed length of time, a trouble is indicated at the control panel keypad.

Compatibility
The WS4938-2W is compatible with the following receivers:
- MAXSYS® Wireless Receiver
  - PC4164-433 (version 3.0 or greater)
- PowerSeries Wireless Receiver Zone
  - PC5132-433 (version 4.2 or greater)
  - RF5132-433
  - RF5108-433
- RFK55XX keypads with integrated wireless receivers
- PowerSeries 9045
- Fixed-Message LCD Keypad with Integrated Wireless Receiver RF5501-433
- Envoy™ LCD Self-Contained Wireless Security System NT9005

Specifications
- Dimensions: 2 1/4” x 1 1/4” x 7/16” (57mm x 32mm x 13mm)
- Weight: 0.6oz (18g)
- Operating Environment: 32° to 120°F (0° to 49°C)
- Relative Humidity: 5% to 93%

Ordering Information:
WS4938-2W Two-Button Personal Panic